
	  
 
A YOUTH DEDICATION 
  
Kings and Queens  
Abbreviated sentences  
nestled in poetic prose  
Rose from obscurity  
to fight for your city 
The beauty that is shared 
can be compared to an opening exhibit 
paintings depicting heaven 
Holy Gates pushed open 
emanating a light  
that seeps through celestial boundaries 
This light pours from your eyes 
like sunlight spilled from a glass 
This light is hope 
The light of a subversive sequester 
cradling progress  
until it’s ready to bound forth full speed 
tearing through oppression 
like tanks carrying culture revitalization 
like jets dropping missiles  
upon barricades masquerading as a free nation  
 
Kings and Queens 
 
So true 
Questioning the questioner 
Questioning the system structure 
till you puncture a hole  
in the bloated belly of the beast 
the gold hordes stuffed inside  
will hit the streets and countryside 
Mama y papa struggle less and less 
because your hearts, minds, souls  
will conquer the mountain flatten it out 
maybe a metaphor  
for the redistribution of wealth 
 
Kings and Queens 
 
You make wooden gods crack when you speak 
The true God speaks through you  
as you gather the voices of the people  
The people who are you 
You are they 
All you needed was to see the way or maybe  
just a faint street sign in the distance 



	  
 
Kings and Queens  
 
 
You are change 
You’ve exchanged futility  
for brushes that color utopia 
That heal the cracks in buildings 
That remove that 15 year old girl  
from a crack building 
That spray paint over vandalism  
with the power of Frost and Emerson 
if they were imbued with brown hues 
Poems of deep introspection 
Words of a Revolution 
like 24 cities cupped in twelve pairs of hands 
Imagination paired  
with Young Lord passion 
with Black Panther passion 
like knowledge was a canvas  
and you power washed it in daydreams 
 
Kings and Queens 
Through words 
Through images 
Through truth 
please continue to sing the song of Freedom 
 
 
-  Marquis Victor / Elevated Thought  
	  


